Support Letter

Date support letter was written

I, <name of sponsor>, will provide <amount of support> support for my <relationship to student> <name of student> to study in the United States for <length of time>.

________________________
Signature of Sponsor

Sample Support Letter

When is a support letter required?

A support letter is required if the student submits financial documents of someone other than themselves or their parents.

1: Support letter must include the date the Support Letter was written.

2: The support letter must include the name(s) of sponsor(s) listed on the bank statement(s).

3: The amount of support being offered must be on the Support Letter. This can be listed as an amount of money, or the sponsor can state he or she will cover all expenses for the student.

4: The support letter must include the relationship of the sponsor to the student, as well as the full name of the student.

5: The length of time the support will be offered needs to be listed. This must be worded as “for the duration of his/her studies”.

6: Statement must be signed by the sponsor.